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Let’s Play Dodgebee!

Autism Society Japan Department of Adapted 
Physical Activities and Education 

University of Tsukuba



Autism Society Japan
Autism Society Japan is a national organization that is working for promoting 
welfare and promoting social participation for the autistic spectrum people 
and contributing to a wide range of societies and will celebrate its 50th 
anniversary in 2018.

The Asia-Pacific Development Center on Disability (APCD) is a regional center 
on disability and development established in Bangkok, Thailand as a legacy of 
the Asia and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons, 1993 – 2002, by the United 
Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP).

Department of Adapted Physical Activities and Education 
University of Tsukuba

University of Tsukuba is a national university located in Japan. Specializing in 
the sports science field, it is a university well known in the world. It has the 
only one laboratory which is focused mainly on disabled sports in Japan.

Dodgebee of Japan Association
Dodgebee of Japan Association has two goals: One is to expand the number 
of people who enjoy sports; and second is to create the opportunity to enjoy 
sports even if you are male, female, younger, older, with or without disability.

Hero. Inc
Hero.Inc is the only manufacturer in Japan specializing in sports discs.  
It manufacture and sell Dodgebee and other recreation, leisure, and dog 
discs. We sell discs for golf competitions for INNOVA in the United States.
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What is Dodgebee? 

Dodgebee

Dodgebee is a disc.
Dodgebee can fly.

Dodgebee is soft. Dodgebee is tough!
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Let’s throw 
Dodgebee.

Let’s throw Dodgebee  
indoors.
Let’s throw Dodgebee 
outdoors.

Throw it as far as you can. 

 It’s fun to throw on your own.

It’s even more fun to throw 
with a friend.

Throw
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Let’s throw Dodgebee  
indoors.
Let’s throw Dodgebee 
outdoors.

There are lots of games to play if everyone throws 
together.

Everyone is friends when they’re throwing together.
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Try throwing it straight.

Throw with a spin and it will go straight and far.

Hold Dodgebee the correct way to throw with a spin. 

drive 

turn roll

turn roll

centrifugal
force Fly!
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Hold Dodgebee the correct way to throw with a spin. 

Stand the right way to throw it far.

Throw with a strong wrist and it will go far.
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Try catching Dodgebee.

It won’t hurt if 
Dodgebee hits the body.

Try catching Dodgebee 
with both hands.

Catch
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Try catching Dodgebee 
between two hands.

Try catching Dodgebee with one hand.

Try catching 
Dodgebee when it 
bounces.
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Let’s play a Dodgebee game.

Game
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This publication is available in text format for persons with visual disabilities.
Please contact info@apcdfoundation.org for further details.
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Asia-Pacific Development Center on Disability
255 Rajvithi Rd., Rajthevi, Bangkok 10400 Thailand
Tel: +66-(0)-2354-7505 | Fax: +66-(0)-2354-7507
Email: info@apcdfoundation.org 
Website: www.apcdfoundation.org


